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“The process of facilitating corrections for physician 
trainees who are not on course to competence” 2

• Individualized
• Targeted toward areas of weakness to maximize the 

learner’s potential

What is remediation?



ACGME Competencies “Plus”

Deficit

Medical Knowledge

Clinical Skills

Clinical Reasoning and Judgment

Examples

Unable to answer knowledge based 
questions; poor exam scores

Physical exams lack key elements, or 
performed incorrectly; unable to answer 
technique questions about the exam

Has adequate knowledge base and good 
exam scores; unable to prioritize the 
differential, unable to focus H&P; 
difficulty applying protocols/guidelines to 
the individual
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Deficit

Time Management and 
Organization

Interpersonal Skills

Communication

Examples

Unprepared/disorganized; runs 
behind; spends extra time trying to 
catch up

Difficulty functioning with team; 
interpersonal conflicts; inflexible; 
socially challenged

Poor presentations; struggles to 
respond and convey information; 
patients call needing clarification



Deficit

Professionalism

Practice Based Learning and 
Improvement

Systems-Based Practice

Mental Well-being

Example

Poor patient relationships; little 
continuity; unreliable; dishonest; 
tries to get out of work

No evidence of self directed 
learning; does not seek feedback 
and reacts defensively; does not 
seek help when needed

Doesn’t use interprofessional
resources; does not advocate for 
patients or consider cost/benefit 
analysis

Wide variety of problems; 
inconsistent performance



Deficits affect 7-15% of learners at any 
stage

Early Learners
• Medical Knowledge
• Clinical Reasoning
• Time Management and 

Organization
• Communication
• Mental Well-being

Advanced Learners
• Professionalism
• Clinical Judgement and 

Decision Making
• Time management and 

Organization
• Interpersonal Skills

Average number of deficits 1.9 for medical students and 
1.4 for residents



Dr. Smith is a 1st year FM resident. She is well liked within the 
program, having formed good personal and professional 
relationships with her resident colleagues and faculty. She is seen as 
smart and thoughtful. However, within the first 6 months of her 
PGY1 year several faculty voiced concerns that she is having 
difficulty making treatment decisions both in clinic and on FMS. Her 
differential diagnoses are consistently knowledgeable and 
thorough, but she has difficulty coming to conclusions and instead 
orders more tests. Her presentations are often rambling and 
unfocused. MAs and patients complain about her consistently 
running behind in clinic. Her board and ITE scores are well above 
average. Chief residents voice concerns as well.
As her faculty advisor, these concerns are brought to you by other 
faculty, residents and staff. You are asked to sit down with her and 
“figure out what’s going on”. 

Case



Remediation Strategies and 
Team



∗ Teaching = imparting new knowledge and skills
∗ Remediation = correction of skills and requires more 

learner insight than does teaching



∗ Collect information
∗ Request documentation (emails, EOR evals, field notes, if 

conversations- f/u with memos/emails/notes)

∗ Alert core members of program- keep it “need to know”
∗ Decide on trend- longitudinal? Multiple environments? 

Requires intervention or just monitoring?
∗ Give learner direct feedback & discuss concerns. If moving 

towards a remediation plan, ask for a self assessment (can 
use structured interview style)

First steps



∗ Target the ONE greatest deficit 

Next



∗ Learner- request a self assessment
∗ PD
∗ Attendings/other faculty
∗ Faculty Mentor
∗ Mental Health support

Build your team & clarify roles



∗ Key Principles
∗ Self assessment
∗ Deliberate practice
∗ Feedback 

Now, build your remediation plan



∗ Create a differential of the resident’s deficit(s). List 
each possible diagnosis, and analyze the evidence for 
and against your differential. What additional 
information do you need to limit your differential?

DDx For Against Additional Info



• “While it’s important to decide which of the 
learner’s deficits is the greatest, don’t 
overthink it. If you choose the “wrong” 
place to start, you will either make progress 
regardless or you will quickly recognize and 
readjust.”

• Dr. Guerrassio

Basic remediation plans based on 
deficit



∗ “easiest” to remediate. Requires commitment and 
discipline from learner.

∗ Identify gaps, review goals and set a study schedule

Medical Knowledge



∗ Also “easier”. Requires more resources and hands 
on from faculty than MK

∗ Hands on learning and observation with feedback is 
key

Clinical Skills



∗ Most labor intensive and time consuming for 
both resident and faculty. Progress can be slow 
and, sometimes, frustrating

∗ Reviewing cases with probing “why” questions is 
key. Assist with identifying heuristic errors and 
setting up “rule in/rule out” habits

Clinical Reasoning and Judgement



∗ Very teachable & remediable skill and residents often 
“hungry” for help. Often structure & tools with lots of 
practice is sufficient

∗ Time logs, shadowing experiences and 
review/prioritization of tasks and “to do” lists are 
helpful

Time Mgmt and Organization



• Role modeling, increased supervision, addressing 
underlying cause, warning letters and MH evals most 
effective

• Video review and outside coaching can be helpful

Interpersonal Skills



∗ similar to IP Skills
∗ Communication coaching and role play sessions can 

be helpful

Communication



∗ if a pattern, strongly associated with future 
disciplinary action. The toughest. Can often be due to 
lack of MK, confidence and clinical reasoning.

∗ Self assessment and insight is critical, as are strict 
guidelines and boundaries

∗ MH eval and review of outside obligations needed

Professionalism



∗ most difficult to diagnose, often overlaps with other 
competencies

∗ Setting regular goals with advisor and QI projects can 
prove useful

Practice Based Learning and Improvement



∗ overlaps with IP Skills and Prof. Also more difficult to 
diagnose

∗ Focus on reviewing and highlighting that “medicine is 
a team sport”

Systems Based Practice-



∗ broadest competency
∗ “Trust your instincts and clinical acumen more than what 

the learner reveals”-
∗ MH eval, CPHP, “fitness for duty”

Mental Well Being



Hx of mood disorder revealed. Systems Based Practice, 
Communication, IP Skills, and Clinical Reasoning and Judgment 
all impacted by primary deficit—Mental Well-Being 

Plan for Dr. Smith?



∗ Has the resident shown significant progress and 
caught up to level of training?

∗ Is the improvement sustainable?
∗ Remediator v. Assessor…. COI?

What is success? Who defines it?
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